**GROOMING THE LABRADOODLE BODY & HEAD**

**BODY**
- Trim body hair to 1" using a long blade or extension comb
- Trim legs slightly longer than the body. Blend
- Sanitary clip private area

**SNOUT & CHIN**
- Hair growing from snout should be scissored 1/2"-1" below the lower jaw
- Trim beard hair 1" below chin
- Use thinning shears to blend all together with a rounded look

**HEAD**
- Blend top into ears and cheeks leaving hair at least 1 1/2" long
- Should look natural and layered, not blunt

**EYES**
- Use thinning shears in corner of eyes
- Scissor at an inverted “V” angle above the eyes. Blend hair with thinning shears

**EARS**
- Following the contour of the ear leather, scissor from the back top of the ear down to the tip. Taper the tip into the front of the ear. Using thinning shears, blend the front of the ear hair into the sides of the face.
- Clip hair short under ear flap
- Pull or trim hair growing inside ears to allow air flow

**FEET & TAIL**
- Cut hair even with the ground and trim into a neatly rounded paw
- Trim tail hair into 1"-2" long version of Labrador tail. No long hair!

**PLEASE!**
- Do not leave ear hair long
- Do not leave tail hair long
- Do not clip snout hair short like a poodle snout
- Do not trim top of head hair shorter than 1 1/2" length
- Do not make look like a poodle